The content of the text:

Introduction – field for investigation, the idea of the project
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The quest for Origin and the field of Problems
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Chapter 2: The “second” Historicity – the philosophical project within the historicity of
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M-P on Husserl – a phenomenological elucidation
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Section Two
The Identity of Phenomenology in the Unity of Constitution and Reduction
Part A:
The quest for the identity of phenomenology: the radicalization of its fundamental
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between Fink and Husserl
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b) The second move
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Chapter 6: The Problem of Interpretation in the relationship between M-P and Husserl
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b) An overview of the development of Husserl’ phenomenology reflected upon its
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The dynamic unity of Constitution and Reduction viewed within The Historicity of
Human Existence
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a) Viewing onto the encounter between Ideas II and the Crisis
b) What is constitution?
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Chapter 12: The Reduction and the Constitution interrogated upon some of Husserl’s major
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Section Three
An Interpretation of Merleau-Ponty’s The Visible and the Invisible grounded on the
phenomenology of Husserl
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interrogating into the First chapter of the text
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a) The first move – what is said in the first part of the first chapter (1a)?
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b) The second move – what is said in the second part in regard to what sciences can
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Concluding remarks: Flesh and reversibility within the historicity of human existence
elucidated by executing reduction in its dynamic unity with constitution.
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